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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to a method for creating, editing, and reproducing multi-object audio content files
for an object-based audio service and an audio preset creating method therefor; and, more particularly, to a multi-object
audio content file creating, editing, and reproducing method that can enhance performance of an object-based audio
service and ease access to each audio object of an audio content file, and an audio preset creating method therefor.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] Audio signals provided through a broadcasting service such as television (TV) broadcast, radio broadcast, and
digital multimedia broadcast are acquired by combining audio signals of diverse sound sources into audio signals of a
form, and storing and transmitting the audio signals of a form.
[0003] In this environment, viewers can adjust the signal strength of the entire audio signals but they cannot control
the characteristics of audio signals of each sound source, for example, they cannot control signal strength of audio
signals of a specific sound source included in the audio signals of the combined form.
[0004] However, if an audio content is authored not by combining audio signals of respective sound sources but by
storing them independently, a content reproduction terminal can provide the audio content to the viewers with an option
of controlling signal strength of audio signals of each sound source. An audio service for independently storing/ trans-
mitting a plurality of audio signals in a storing and transmitting block so that viewers could watch controlling each audio
signals properly in a receiver, which is the content reproduction terminal, is called ’an object-based audio service.’
[0005] Differently from typical MP3, Advanced Audio Coding (AAC), the object-based audio content includes several
audio objects. Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG) 4 system specification (ISO/IEC 14496-1), which defines a file
structure of a content including several objects, may be applied for storing object-based audio contents.
[0006] Typically, most multimedia services are formed of one audio object and one video object. MPEG-4 system
specification, however, defines a multimedia service including a plurality of objects. The object-based audio service,
too, can be called a multimedia contents service including a plurality of objects, which is similar to what is defined in the
MPEG-4 system specification.
[0007] However, while the MPEG-4 system specification defines a file structure including diverse kinds of media such
as audio, video, still picture and the like, an object-based audio content includes objects of the same kind. Thus, the
object-based audio service can store contents more efficiently than the file structure defined in the MPEG-4 system
specification and ease access to each object.
[0008] Meanwhile, the MPEG-4 system specification (ISO/IEC 14496-1) also defines a file structure of a content
including a plurality of objects. The file format of the MPEG-4 system specification includes ’BIFS’, ’OD’, and ’index
information.’ ’BIFS’ is three-dimensional (3D) scene information of objects and ’OD’ is information on objects. ’Index
information.’ is information for accessing to stream of each object, which will be referred as object stream. Data of each
object may be inside a file or they may be formed as another file. The ’index information’ for object stream is formed
and stored separately for each object, and object streams are also divided and stored for each stream.
[0009] In the respect of easy access to an object, the conventional object-based audio content service according to
the MPEG-4 system specification has a problem of remarkably low access property to an object, when a plurality of
objects are stored. This is because the conventional object-based audio content service stores frames for each for object
or data of the entire objects sequentially.
[0010] Also, the conventional object-based audio content service uses position information and size information of
each frame as the ’index information’ to make random access to objects of a content file even easier. However, the
conventional index information creating method creates index information based on the least reproduction unit of each
medium, which is a frame in case of audio. In other words, index information should be created on a frame basis.
Therefore, a great deal of index information is generated and the amount of operations for acquiring index information
is also huge. Thus, it takes long time to make a random access.
[0011] Meanwhile, the MPEG-4 system specification can change three-dimensional (3D) scene information through
user interaction by using BIFS data and BIFS commands. In an authoring step, BIFS data are properly created based
on the changed 3D scene information. A content reproduction terminal should be able to analyze BIFS commands. As
described above, the MPEG-4 system specification includes diverse functions for user interaction. To have such functions,
the authoring step or the content reproduction terminal requires a little complicated operation.
[0012] However, if a user controls the position and sound volume of each audio object in the object-based audio
service, new 3D audio scene information (which is preset) can be created easily.
[0013] If a user can freely create audio preset or add/delete/change an object of an object-based audio content file,
the functions of the object-based audio service can be enhanced through user interaction.
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[0014] Therefore, it is required to develop an efficient content file structure that can enhance functions of the object-
based audio service and make access to each object easier in an object-based audio content service.
[0015] YOUNG-KWON LIM ET AL: "Draft integration of MPEG-4 system specifications (V1, COR1, and AMD1)", 53.
MPEG MEETING; 17-07-2001 - 21-07-2001; BEIJING; (MOTION PICTURE EXPERT GROUP OR ISO/IEC
JTC1/SC29/WG11), no. M6211, 8 July 2000, relates to a system for the communication of interactive audio-visual
scenes. In particular, the overall operation of the system communicating audio-visual scenes is paraphrased as follows:
At the sending terminal, the audio-visual scene information is compressed, supplemented with synchronization infor-
mation and passed to a delivery layer that multiplexes it into one or more coded binary streams that are transmitted or
stored. At the receiving terminal, these streams are demultiplexed and decompressed. The audio-visual objects are
composed according to the scene description and synchronization information and presented to the end user. The end
user may have the option to interact with this presentation. Interaction information can be processed locally or transmitted
back to the sending terminal.

DISCLOSURE

TECHNICAL PROBLEM

[0016] An embodiment of the present invention, devised to fulfill the requirement, is directed to providing a method
for creating, editing and reproducing a multi-object audio content file, the method that can enhance functions of an object-
based audio service and ease access to each object of the audio content file, and to providing an audio preset creating
method.
[0017] Other objects and advantages of the present invention can be understood by the following description, and
become apparent with reference to the embodiments of the present invention. Also, it is obvious to those skilled in the
art of the present invention that the objects and advantages of the present invention can be realized by the means as
claimed and combinations thereof.

TECHNICAL SOLUTION

[0018] The present invention is defined in the independent claims. The dependent claims define embodiments of the
present invention.
[0019] A method for creating a multi-object audio content file for an object-based audio service is defined in independent
claim 1.
[0020] A method for reproducing a multi-object audio is defined in independent claim 2.

ADVANTAGEOUS EFFECTS

[0021] As described above, the present invention has an effect of reducing bandwidth in an object-based audio service
by efficiently storing and transmitting object-based audio contents.
[0022] Also, the present invention eases access to objects of an object-based audio content by grouping frames of
objects having the same reproduction time into a group and storing in a corresponding audio content file instead of
storing frames for each object, and storing index information on the basis of a predetermined frame or time unit instead
of storing them for each frame.
[0023] Also, when an object-based audio content is stored, the present invention makes it possible to efficiently
reproduce the object-based audio content by enhancing functions of the object-based audio service and providing an
efficient audio content file structure that can ease access to each object more than a general file format.
[0024] In addition, the present invention can efficiently reproduce an object-based audio content by storing preset
established based such properties as position and sound level of each object in the inside of the object-based audio
content file or as a separate file and providing a user with the file including the preset.
[0025] Furthermore, the present invention can be applied to all broadcasting services and multimedia services that
provide an object-based audio service, such as digital broadcasting, radio broadcasting, Digital Multimedia Broadcasting
(DMB), internet broadcasting, digital movies, Digital Versatile Disc (DVD), moving picture contents, and phonograph
records, to efficiently transmit, store and reproduce object-based audio contents.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0026]

Fig. 1 illustrates a typical audio content file including a plurality of objects according to MPEG-4 system specification.
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Fig. 2 illustrates a multi-object audio content file for an object-based audio service in accordance with an embodiment
of the present invention.
Fig. 3 illustrates a multi-object audio content file including editor preset information in accordance with an embodiment
of the present invention.
Fig. 4 illustrates a multi-object audio content file including user preset information in accordance with an embodiment
of the present invention.
Fig. 5 is a flowchart describing a multi-object audio content file creating method for an object-based audio service
in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention.
Fig. 6 is a flowchart describing an audio preset creating method for an object-based audio service in accordance
with an embodiment of the present invention.
Fig. 7 shows a display of an audio coding apparatus on the part of an editor in accordance with an embodiment of
the present invention.
Fig. 8 shows a display of a content reproduction terminal on the part of a user in accordance with an embodiment
of the present invention.
Fig. 9 is a flowchart describing a method for editing a multi-object audio content file in accordance with an embodiment
of the present invention.
Fig. 10 is a flowchart describing a method for reproducing a multi-object audio content file in accordance with an
embodiment of the present invention.

BEST MODE FOR THE INVENTION

[0027] The advantages, features and aspects of the invention will become apparent from the following description of
the embodiments with reference to the accompanying drawings, which is set forth hereinafter. When it is considered
that detailed description on a related art may obscure a point of the present invention, the description will not be provided
herein. Herein, specific embodiments of the present invention will be described with reference to the accompanying
drawings.
[0028] All following occurrences of the word "embodiment(s)", if referring to feature combinations different from those
defined by the independent claims, refer to examples which were originally filed but which do not represent embodiments
of the presently claimed invention; these examples are still shown for illustrative purposes only.
[0029] Fig. 1 illustrates a typical audio content file including a plurality of objects according to MPEG-4 system spec-
ification. Fig. 2 illustrates a multi-object audio content file for an object-based audio service in accordance with an
embodiment of the present invention.
[0030] Basically, the object-based audio service related to the present invention can follow the content file structure
defined in Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG) 4 system specification, because it handles contents having a plurality
of objects.
[0031] The object-based audio service may include about one video object if necessary. However, in most cases, it
includes only audio objects and each audio object uses the same coding scheme, the same frame size (which signifies
time taken for one frame to be decoded and reproduced), the same frame rate, and the same reproduction time infor-
mation. The contents of the object-based audio service can have a more efficient file structure than the file structure
defined in the MPEG-4 system specification a.
[0032] A multi-object audio content file 10 according to the MPEG-4 system specification includes a header 11 and
object data 12 to 14. When the object data are stored in a plurality of frames according to each object 12 to 14, as
illustrated in Fig. 1, frames for each object should be found out to acquire frames to be reproduced at the same time.
Herein, if there are many objects, the number of times for searching for frames of each object in the inside of the file
becomes large.
[0033] If the multi-object audio content file 20 to 22 has the file structure of Fig. 2, the frames of the same reproduction
time are all brought together, frames of the same reproduction time can be searched for at once even though there are
many objects.
[0034] Thus, the present invention does not store the entire object data sequentially, which is a method shown in Fig.
1, but stores the object data by grouping frames of the same reproduction time, which is a method shown in Fig. 2, when
the multiple objects are stored in a file to provide the object-based audio service. In short, frames 22 for each object
constituting an audio content are grouped and stored in an audio content file based on the reproduction time.
[0035] Fig. 3 illustrates a multi-object audio content file including editor preset information in accordance with an
embodiment of the present invention. Fig. 4 illustrates a multi-object audio content file including user preset information
in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention.
[0036] According to the MPEG-4 system specification, three-dimensional (3D) scene information can be changed
through interaction with a user based on BIFS data and BIFS commands. BIFS data should be property generated in
consideration of changing the 3D scene information in an authoring step. Also, a user terminal, which is an audio content
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reproduction terminal, should be able to analyze the BIFS commands. As it can be seen from the above description, the
MPEG-4 system specification includes diverse functions for interaction with users. To provide the functions, a little
complicated operation is required in the authoring step and the content reproduction terminals.
[0037] However, in the object-based audio service, a service provider should provide 3D audio scene information
defining such features as the position of each object and sound strength in the form of preset, whereas a content
reproduction terminal should include relatively simple control functions such as a function of controlling preset. Since
the functions can be easily controlled in the content reproduction terminal, they can be easily realized in the content
reproduction terminal without employing the complicated structure such as the somewhat complicated structure of the
MPEG-4 system specification.
[0038] Therefore, it is efficient for the service provider of object-based audio contents to provide only 3D audio scene
information formed of multiple audio objects and to realize content reproduction terminals to control the 3D audio scene
information.
[0039] For this, the present invention uses a method of simply adding several pre-authored 3D audio scene information
to object-based audio contents. Herein, the pre-authored 3D audio scene information are primarily created by a content
author.
[0040] According to the present invention, as illustrated in Fig. 3, editor preset information is stored in a file header
31 of an object-based audio content file. The editor preset information includes preset related information 311, such as
the total number of presets and preset name, and presets 312 to 315 including characteristics of audio objects, such as
spatial position of each audio object, sound strength (which is a signal level), and echo information. The editor preset
information may not be stored in an object-based audio content file but stored as an independent file and provided to a user.
[0041] A content reproduction terminal (e.g., receiver of a viewer) for receiving and reproducing the audio content file
of the structure shown in Fig. 3 acquires audio characteristics of each object from the preset related information 311
and the presets 312 to 315 and reproduces 3D audio by properly controlling the objects.
[0042] Meanwhile, in the object-based audio service, the user of a content reproduction terminal may create a new
3D audio scene information by controlling the position of each audio object and sound strength (which is a signal level).
When the new 3D audio scene information is stored, it becomes the user preset shown in Fig. 4. The user preset is a
preset crated not by the editor on the part of the object-based audio service provider but by the user.
[0043] The audio content file of the present invention has a structure that a user preset 41 authored by a user is stored
in an object-based audio content file 40. Therefore, the user receiving the object-based audio service can store the user
preset information 41 that the user authored in the received audio content file 40. Differently from this, a user 1 may
store the user preset information as an independent file from the audio content file and provide the independent file to
another user 2. The user preset information 41 provided as an independent file may be included in the object-based
audio content file later through a post-process of the user 2.
[0044] In short, as illustrated in Fig. 4, the present invention can make a user control each audio object to create 3D
audio scene and set up the 3D audio scene as one preset by storing the user preset information 41 in the multi-object
audio content file 40. Herein, the user preset information defined by the user may be stored inside a file, as shown in
Fig. 4, or it may be stored as an independent file, although this is not presented in the drawings. The user preset
information stored in the form of an independent file may be included in the corresponding file later through a post-
process, which is the same process as the ’editor preset information’ of Fig. 3.
[0045] Fig. 5 is a flowchart describing a multi-object audio content file creating method for an object-based audio
service in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention. The operation is performed in an audio coding
apparatus providing an object-based audio service.
[0046] Typical audio compression algorithms compress audio on a frame basis. Thus, they store data on a frame
basis. When a multi-object audio content is created out of multi-object audio signals stored on a frame basis, audio
signals are not sequentially stored according to each object, and multi-object frames having the same reproduction time
are grouped and stored. This way, data can be efficiently transmitted through the Internet. Also, if information on frames
having certain reproduction time is searched for in the multi-object audio content file and stored as index information, it
is possible to efficiently reproduce data at a certain location later in a content reproduction terminal.
[0047] The audio coding apparatus receives a plurality of audio objects constituting an audio content in step S500,
and creates a plurality of frames for each object by storing each object in the form of frames in step S502.
[0048] In step S504, the audio coding apparatus groups the created multiple frames based on the reproduction time
and, in step S506, creates index information according to each frame group.
[0049] In step S508, the audio coding apparatus stores the frame groups as object data 22 (see Fig. 2) and store the
corresponding index information in the header 21 to thereby create a multi-object audio content file (see Fig. 2) .
[0050] Hereinafter, an index information creation process of the step S506 will be described in detail.
[0051] A typical media file uses a method of providing location information and size information of each frame as index
information in order to make an easy random access in the file. The index information is generally created based on the
minimum reproduction unit of each medium (for example, in case of audio, the index information is created on a frame
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basis).
[0052] However, the present invention uses a method of creating the index information not on the minimum reproduction
unit of a medium but on the basis of a predetermined unit acquired by grouping a plurality of the minimum reproduction
units. When index information is created according to the method of the preset invention, the size of the index information
can be smaller than that of general cases and the size of the index information can be controlled as well. Also, it is
possible to improve the speed of random access and reduce the amount of computation for the random access.
[0053] According to the method of the present invention, the resolution by direct access may be decreased because
direct access to media data is executed on a group basis. However, since it is possible to make an access on a frame
basis by tracing media data after the direct access, the actual resolution is not different from general frame-unit indexing.
Particularly, when it is considered that it is generally possible to perform indexing on a second basis and there is no big
problem in watching multimedia contents through random access, it can be said that the present invention is very effective.
[0054] For example, let’s assume that there is a one minute-long audio object having about 43 frames per second
and one index information has 8 bytes. When indexing is executed according to a conventional indexing method, 20,640
bytes are required as shown in the following Equation 1. This is because the index information should be created
according to each frame. 

[0055] Meanwhile, when the index information is crated for each frame group in accordance with an embodiment of
the present invention, for example, when it is assumed that one index information is created for every 20 frames, it takes
about 1,320 bytes, which is described in the following Equation 2. Since index information which used to be created for
each frame is created for every 20 frames, it is possible to save bytes by 1/20. Herein, the index information created
according to each frame group includes position information of the first frame of each group. The index information
created as above is stored in the header of a multi-object audio content file.

[0056] According to the present invention, the resolution by direct access has increased by 20 times, but this corre-
sponds only about 0.5 second, which is an extent that hardly affects the watching of a user when a coding apparatus
makes a random access to an actual medium and makes reproduction.
[0057] In the above example, 20 frames are grouped, but it is possible to freely adjust the number of frames to be
grouped according to content. Therefore, if the resolution is properly controlled according to content, the problem of
resolution caused by the direct access can be solved as well.
[0058] Meanwhile, according to another embodiment of the present invention, when a multi-object audio content file
is created by arranging and storing frames generated for each object constituting an audio content according to each
object, ’individual position information for frames having the same reproduction time’ can be stored as index information
in a header of the multi-object audio content file.
[0059] Fig. 6 is a flowchart describing an audio preset creating method for an object-based audio service in accordance
with an embodiment of the present invention.
[0060] In step S600, an audio coding apparatus receives signals of multiple audio objects to be used for forming a
multi-object audio content and provides the multi-object audio signals to an editor.
[0061] In step S602, the editor selects an object to be used for forming the multi-object audio content. In short, the
audio coding apparatus receives a selection of an audio object needed for creating an audio preset from the editor.
[0062] Subsequently, in step S604, the audio coding apparatus receives preset setup information for the selected
audio object from the editor. For example, when a 3D preset is created, the audio coding apparatus receives the signal
level of each audio object and position information in 3D space. When a 2D preset is created, it receives the signal level
of each audio object.
[0063] In step S606, the audio coding apparatus sets up the signal level or the 3D spatial position of each audio object
based on the preset setup information inputted by the editor and generates an audio preset.
[0064] In step S608, the audio coding apparatus creates preset related information including the total number of presets
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and preset names of the audio presets created through the above process.
[0065] In short, the editor creates a plurality of preset information by differentiating the signal size and position infor-
mation of each audio object, provides information on them in the bitstreams of a multi-object audio content file, and
provides them to a user so that the user can select any one among them according to a taste of the user.
[0066] The preset creation process of Fig. 6 will be described in detail by taking an example, where a plurality of
presets are created using such audio objects as the vocal of a singer, guitar, piano, drum, and keyboard.

1 Preset 1 (vocal mode): vocal (level 9), guitar (level 0), piano (level 0), drum (level 0), and keyboard (level 0)
1 Preset 2 (instrumental mode): vocal (level 8), guitar (level 8), piano (level 8), drum (level 8), and keyboard (level 8)
1 Preset 3 (karaoke mode): vocal (level 0), guitar (level 9), piano (level 9), drum (level 9), and keyboard (level 9)

[0067] When the above three presets are set up, the established preset, the number of presets, and preset names
are stored in bitstreams of the multi-object audio content file.
[0068] Later, the user can select any one among the vocal mode, the instrumental mode, and the karaoke mode out
of one music content and listen to the music content.
[0069] In the above, the method of creating an audio preset applied to the audio coding apparatus on the part of the
editor, which is an editor preset, has been described. The same method is applied to a method for creating an audio
preset applied to a content reproduction terminal of a user, which is a user preset.
[0070] Fig. 7 shows a display of an audio coding apparatus on the part of an editor in accordance with an embodiment
of the present invention. The drawing shows creation of diverse audio presets through inputted audio objects. In 1(-1 0
0) (0.9) related to a preset 1 (Full) of Fig. 7, "1" denotes an object, and "(-1 0 0)" denotes 3D spatial position, and "(0.9)"
denotes the level of object signals.
[0071] Fig. 8 shows a display of a content reproduction terminal on the part of a user in accordance with an embodiment
of the present invention.
[0072] The content reproduction terminal of the user shows preset names to the user and when the user selects a
certain preset, the content reproduction terminal forms an audio scene b using the signal level and position information
of the audio object corresponding to the preset information.
[0073] When the user sets up a preset, the content reproduction terminal shows the user the name of an audio object,
which is TAG Name, so that the user sets up the signal level and position of the audio object. Then, the content
reproduction terminal stores the information set up by the user and creates a user preset, which is a preset defined by
the user.
[0074] Fig. 9 is a flowchart describing a method for editing a multi-object audio content file in accordance with an
embodiment of the present invention. The drawing shows an editing process of the multi-object audio content file in the
content reproduction terminal of the user.
[0075] In step S900, the content reproduction terminal of the user outputs object information and audio preset infor-
mation for the multi-object audio content file. Herein, the user inputs change requests if the user wishes to change the
audio object and/or preset. The audio preset information includes an audio preset and preset related information, and
it may be stored in the multi-object audio content file or as another file independent from the multi-object audio content file.
[0076] In step S902, the content reproduction terminal changes the audio object and/or preset for the multi-object
audio content file upon receipt of a user request.
[0077] Although not illustrated in the drawing, when audio preset information is stored in a separate file, it may be
stored in the multi-object audio content file later upon receipt of a user request for it.
[0078] Through the above-described editing method, the user can delete or change a specific audio object out of the
existing object-based audio content file with a new audio object, or add a new audio object to thereby form a new content
file. For example, the user may add a song sang by the user himself to a music content as an audio object and distribute
the music content to other people. Also, the user may newly define the level and position information of each audio
object according to a taste of the user and store the informations inside the content file or as a separate file.
[0079] Fig. 10 is a flowchart describing a method for reproducing a multi-object audio content file in accordance with
an embodiment of the present invention. The drawing shows a reproduction process of the multi-object audio content
file in a content reproduction terminal of the user.
[0080] First, in step S1000, the content reproduction terminal analyzes the multi-object audio content file upon receipt
of a user request. In step S1002, the content reproduction terminal acquires index information on the position of object
frames of the multi-object audio content file out of the analysis result. Herein, the multi-object audio content file may be
a file storing frames of the same reproduction time in the same group. In this case, the position information of the first
frame of the frame group becomes the index information. Differently from the case, when the multi-object audio content
file is a file storing object frames according to each audio object, the position information of the individual frames having
the same reproduction time becomes the index information.
[0081] In step S1004, the content reproduction terminal reproduces the multi-object audio content file by searching
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the object frames of the same reproduction time based on the acquired index information.

MODE FOR INVENTION

[0082] Although not illustrated in Fig. 10, a content reproduction terminal outputs the kind of an audio preset for a
multi-object audio content upon receipt of a user request and forms a corresponding audio scene based on setup
information of the audio preset selected by the user. Herein, the audio preset information may be stored in the multi-
object audio content file or as a separate file.
[0083] The method of the present invention described above can be realized as a program and stored in a computer-
readable recording medium, such as CD-ROM, RAM, ROM, floppy disks, hard disks, and magneto-optical disks. Since
this process can be easily implemented by those skilled in the art to which the present invention pertain. Further description
will not be provided herein.
[0084] While the present invention has been described with respect to certain preferred embodiments, it will be apparent
to those skilled in the art that various changes and modifications may be made without departing from the scope of the
invention as defined in the following claims.

Claims

1. A method for creating a multi-object audio content file for an object-based audio service, comprising:

creating a plurality of frames for each audio object forming an audio content (S502);
grouping the plurality of frames based on a reproduction time (S504), and creating index information according
to each frame group; and
creating the multi-object audio content file by storing the frame groups as object data (S508), creating a plurality
of presets related to characteristics of the each audio object, wherein each of the plurality of presets is audio
scene information defining spatial position about one or more of the each audio object;
creating preset related information including the number of the plurality of presets and a preset name of each
of the plurality of presets; and
storing the plurality of presets and the preset related information in the multi-object audio content file,
wherein position information of each frame group of frames having the same reproduction time is stored as the
index information in a header of the multi-object audio content file.

2. A method for reproducing a multi-object audio content file, the multi-object audio content file comprising a header
and a plurality of frames of audio objects being grouped based on a reproduction time and stored as object data,
the audio objects forming an audio content and the header includes index information being position information of
each frame group of frames having the same reproduction time, comprising:

analyzing the multi-object audio content file (S1000) to thereby produce an analysis result;
acquiring the index information on reproduction time of each frame group of the multi-object audio content file
from the analysis result (S1002); and
acquiring a plurality of presets related to characteristics of the audio objects, and preset related information
including the number of the plurality of presets and a preset name of each of the plurality of presets, wherein
each of the plurality of presets is audio scene information defining spatial position about one or more of the
audio objects; and
acquiring audio characteristics of each of the audio objects from the preset related information and the plurality
of presets;
reproducing the multi-object audio content file (S1004) by searching for the frames of the audio objects having
the same reproduction time based on the index information and by controlling the audio objects based on the
audio characteristics of each of the audio objects.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein the index information is the position information of a first frame of each frame group.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zum Erzeugen einer Multiobjektaudioinhaltsdatei für einen objektbasierten Audiodienst, das umfasst:
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Erzeugen mehrerer Rahmen für jedes Audioobjekt, das einen Audioinhalt bildet (S502);
Gruppieren der mehreren Rahmen anhand einer Wiedergabezeit (S504) und Erzeugen von Indexinformationen
gemäß jeder Rahmengruppe; und
Erzeugen der Multiobjektaudioinhaltsdatei durch Speichern der Rahmengruppen als Objektdaten (S508);
Erzeugen mehrerer Voreinstellungen bezüglich der Eigenschaften jedes Audioobjekts, wobei jede der mehreren
Voreinstellungen Audioszeneninformationen sind, die eine räumliche Position um ein oder mehrere aller Audi-
oobjekte definieren;
Erzeugen von Informationen bezüglich der Voreinstellungen, die die Anzahl der mehreren Voreinstellungen
und einen Voreinstellungsnamen jeder der mehreren Voreinstellungen enthalten; und
Speichern der mehreren Voreinstellungen und der Informationen bezüglich der Voreinstellungen in der Multi-
objektaudioinhaltsdatei,
wobei Positionsinformationen jeder Rahmengruppe von Rahmen mit derselben Wiedergabezeit als die Index-
informationen in einem Dateikopf der Multiobjektaudioinhaltsdatei gespeichert sind.

2. Verfahren zum Wiedergeben einer Multiobjektaudioinhaltsdatei, wobei die Multiobjektaudioinhaltsdatei einen Da-
teikopf und mehrere Rahmen von Audioobjekten, die anhand einer Wiedergabezeit gruppiert sind und als Objekt-
daten gespeichert sind, umfasst, wobei die Audioobjekte einen Audioinhalt bilden und der Dateikopf Indexinforma-
tionen enthält, die Positionsinformationen jeder Rahmengruppe der Rahmen mit derselben Wiedergabezeit sind,
das umfasst:

Analysieren der Multiobjektaudioinhaltsdatei (S1000), um dadurch ein Analyseergebnis zu erzeugen;
Erfassen der Indexinformationen über die Wiedergabezeit jeder Rahmengruppe der Multiobjektaudioinhaltsda-
tei aus dem Analyseergebnis (S1002); und
Erfassen mehrerer Voreinstellungen bezüglich der Eigenschaften der Audioobjekte und Informationen bezüglich
der Voreinstellungen, die die Anzahl der Voreinstellungen und einen Voreinstellungsnamen jeder der mehreren
Voreinstellungen enthalten, wobei jede der mehreren Voreinstellungen Audioszeneninformationen sind, die
eine räumliche Position um eines oder mehrere der Audioobjekte definieren; und
Erfassen von Audioeigenschaften jedes der Audioobjekte aus den Informationen bezüglich der Voreinstellungen
und der mehreren Voreinstellungen;
Wiedergeben der Multiobjektaudioinhaltsdatei (S1004) durch Suchen nach den Rahmen der Audioobjekte mit
derselben Wiedergabezeit anhand der Indexinformationen und durch Steuern der Audioobjekte anhand der
Audioeigenschaften jedes der Audioobjekte.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 2, wobei die Indexinformationen die Positionsinformationen eines ersten Rahmens jeder
Rahmengruppe sind.

Revendications

1. Procédé de création d’un fichier de contenus audio multi-objet pour un service audio orienté objets, comprenant :

la création d’une pluralité de trames pour chaque objet audio formant un contenu audio (S502) ;
le groupage de la pluralité de trames sur la base d’un temps de reproduction (S504), et la création d’informations
d’index en fonction de chaque groupe de trames ; et
la création du fichier de contenus audio multi-objet par stockage des groupes de trames comme données d’objet
(S508),
la création d’une pluralité de préréglages relatifs aux caractéristiques de chaque objet audio, chacun de la
pluralité de préréglages constituant des informations de scène audio définissant une position spatiale concernant
un ou plusieurs de chaque objet audio ;
la création d’informations relatives aux préréglages comportant le nombre de la pluralité de préréglages et un
nom de préréglage de chacun de la pluralité de préréglages ; et
le stockage de la pluralité de préréglages et des informations relatives aux préréglages dans le fichier de
contenus audio multi-objet,
dans lequel des informations de position de chaque groupe de trames des trames ayant le même temps de
reproduction sont stockées comme informations d’index dans un en-tête du fichier de contenus audio multi-objet.

2. Procédé de reproduction d’un fichier de contenus audio multi-objet, le fichier de contenus audio multi-objet com-
prenant un en-tête et une pluralité de trames d’objets audio groupées sur la base d’un temps de reproduction et
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stockées comme données d’objet, les objets audio formant un contenu audio et l’en-tête comportant des informations
d’index étant des informations de position de chaque groupe de trames des trames ayant le même temps de
reproduction, comprenant :

l’analyse du fichier de contenus audio multi-objet (S1000) pour produire ainsi un résultat d’analyse ;
l’acquisition des informations d’index sur le temps de reproduction de chaque groupe de trames du fichier de
contenus audio multi-objet à partir du résultat d’analyse (S1002) ; et
l’acquisition d’une pluralité de préréglages relatifs aux caractéristiques des objets audio, et d’informations re-
latives aux préréglages comportant le nombre de la pluralité de préréglages et un nom de préréglage de chacun
de la pluralité de préréglages, chacun de la pluralité de préréglages constituant des informations de scène
audio définissant une position spatiale concernant un ou plusieurs des objets audio ; et
l’acquisition des caractéristiques audio de chacun des objets audio à partir des informations relatives aux
préréglages et de la pluralité de préréglages ;
la reproduction du fichier de contenus audio multi-objet (S1004) par recherche des trames des objets audio
ayant le même temps de reproduction sur la base des informations d’index et par commande des objets audio
sur la base des caractéristiques audio de chacun des objets audio.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 2, dans lequel les informations d’index sont les informations de position d’une
première trame de chaque groupe de trames.
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